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"We aspire to walk our tearners down the road which leads them to
develop a thirst for knowtedge such that its discovery leads to the
enrichmentof lifeforthemas individuats and the communityat targe "

...is that of moutding our students into
Academicatty competent persons / lndividuals with exemptary behaviour
/ lnquirers and investigators / Logical and ratianat thinkers / Responsible
nationat and gtobal citizens I Ambassadors of social and environmentat
goodwitt/ lndividuats with empathy towards one and att
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We stand poised on the threshold of a new era -an era of renaissance - an era of change in the dynamics of
education. ln the light of the same, Delhi Public School Asansol has adjusted its sails to face the sweeping
winds of change. Delhi Public School Asansol targets at becoming a trademark in education and is

modeled on the concept of providing holistic education. lVIany milestones have been achieved and many
still have to be reached.
I convey my warmest congratulations and appreciation to the Principal, Faculties and Supporting Staff of
the school for their ceaseless efforts to keep high the spirit of achievement and excellence. I hope, the
school will surely live up to ;ts mission and commitment and continue to achieve greater heights. I wish all
the best to the Principal. teachers, sludents and Pa rents of DPS Asansol for the upcoming session.

Vice Chairmanl, DPS Asan
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A gratifying voyage that began in 20L3, with the vision of providing holistic and globally relevant
education to the young citizens of lndia, Delhi Public School Asansol has today, become a cornerstone in

helping generations of students to dream, visualize and plan for their future. DPS Asansol is fully
accomplished to provide to its students high standards of learning through its committed and updated
faculty and global infrastructure. DPS Asansol has introduced the Senior SecondarySchool level in a short
span of time. We owe our success to the able leadership and futuristic vision of our patrons and parents

who give an impetus to our endeavours and encourage us to take DPSA higher at the zenith of glory. We
continue our ascent towards success by asking more of ourselves today, tomorrow and forever. I extend
my best wishes to all the students and faculties for achieving greater success and scaling new heights in
the forthcoming session.
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R D SHARMA Principal, DPS Asansot
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